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Abstract 

 The pandemic has casted shadows upon us all, but fortunately, there is the healing power of art. 

The COVID Carnival and its subcomponent screencap-illustrated story “The Monster of Nian” are the 

memorabilia of my own struggles under the pandemic, and also an experimental installation aiming to try 

out the innovative medium of social video game Animal Crossing. It is an exploration of virtual 

interactions of the mind, and a combative prescription against the isolating effects of the COVID-19 

pandemic. The project embeds multi-layered metaphors in its expressions and reflections, as the 

symbolisms of a carnival, a temple fair, a night market, the Lunar New Year, and a fable story visually 

autocorrected by adorable anthropomorphic animal characters. Together, I welcome you to my virtual 

island, my COVID Carnival.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Few people may have the luxury claiming that what they do for work coincides with what 

they do for passion; even fewer may weave together their work and passion with leisure.  

As I chopped down my 784th tree in Animal Crossing to transform a barren island into my 

fantasized wonderland, my carnival to heal the wounds of the COVID-19 pandemic, I reaffirmed 

my faith to carry on with the project through this quite simple reminder: very few may be blessed 

with the opportunity to complete a thesis project via a video game.   
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Chapter 2 

Project Rationale 

What is Animal Crossing and how exactly did I stumble upon it to be the miraculously ideal 

fit as my installation medium? It was not my initial plan to dive into such depth or complexity 

with my COVID Carnival project. Afterall, my project was to be launched under the peculiar 

condition of the pandemic, a condition by which individuals are isolated by both the risks of 

infection and preventative social distancing measures. How would an “emerging” artist launch an 

installation project when no audience could actually visit the installation? 

I intended my initial design of The COVID Carnival as an irony: an installation that 

expresses its thesis through its inability to be physically realized. The problem I wish to confront 

is the dual isolation faced by people under the pandemic, on one side barred by the necessary 

physical measures of social distancing and quarantines, and on the other entrapped within one’s 

own psychological turmoil of anxiety, depression, loneliness and loss of control.  

To counteract such isolations, there are no better weapons than the human social 

connectedness and emotional preoccupation embodied by a vigorous carnival. I wish every 

audience to my carnival may join into a dream of revival--revival of what was disrupted and 

subdued by the pandemic. I also intend my carnival as a place of escape and rescue, visually 

autocorrecting the deformity of reality under the pandemic with cute aesthetics. My carnival was 

never meant to be the solution, but hopefully a rescue of some sort, a catharsis like watching a 

horror film cast with unacknowledged children.  

Yet I was offered something better. Even though the carnival could not be forged into a 

physically accessible installation, I live in a time of innovative infinity, an era in which the world 

is split between the actual and virtual, and one of the most powerful merits of installation art is its 

unbounded potential to transcend traditional media.  
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From the options of limiting the carnival experience to a video demonstration, breaking into 

closed gallery space or taking over a well-established social simulation game, I chose the final 

option with ease and pleasure. From any perspective of evaluation, Animal Crossing is a surreally 

ideal medium for my project. As a social simulation game, Animal Crossing allows a high level 

of autonomy for DIY constructions, providing players their own island for creative designs. At 

the same time, it is also a perfect medium to engage in virtual social interactions, since players 

may travel to other villages and interact online using the Nintendo Wi-Fi Connection. From these 

two characteristics, Animal Crossing satisfies the primary needs to launch a virtual installation in 

the context of the pandemic, but there is also more to it than mechanical suitability. 

Animal Crossing appeared as a perfect fit, as it was also the weapon of choice for many to 

defend themselves against the pandemic’s isolation in the first half of 2020. To construct my 

carnival on Animal Crossing adds several new layers to the meaning of my project, elevating it to 

not just an experiment to resolve the pandemic’s damages, but also to explore the boundary of 

installation arts, and test the power of art to transform virtual media into the stage for 

communication and connectivity, both in practical and symbolic meanings.  

Privileged by such circumstantial fortune to stumble upon a problem, a solution, and a perfect 

medium of expression, I set the thesis for my project. Facing unpredictable crisis such as the 

pandemic, art carries the phenomenal power of healing, particularly by constructing connectivity 

to combat isolations. Such a healing power can be amplified through the contemporary 

opportunity of innovative virtual media, allowing the transcendence of art over all physical 

barriers, liberating the romanticism, symbolism and abstraction of artistic expressions from the 

constraints of any traditional medium. Thus, my project unfolded. 
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Chapter 3 

Production Conditions and the Common Enemy of Isolation 

I described the production condition of my project as peculiar because the pandemic has 

installed not just physical barriers through lockdowns or social distancing, but the social and 

psychological barriers between individuals. These barriers, the condition of isolations, which my 

project aims to overturn, are also exactly what haunt and obstruct the realization of The COVID 

Carnival.  

By the end of July, 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic has caused 692,290 deaths worldwide, 

and a total 18,216,957 diagnosed cases, a number that almost doubled since I began research for 

my project back in June (Worldometers, 2020). The pandemic has certainly casted shadows upon 

societies in the physical domains, including direct threats to health and life, and the crippling of 

economies, but less attention is paid to the lurking dangers of emotional and psychological 

trauma. As social creatures, human beings long for social connectedness, whereas isolation and 

loneliness lead to gradual erosion and perishing. Numerous studies on the present pandemic and 

past histories of pandemics and plagues have revealed the often ignored psychological damages 

of pandemics, particularly the mental health damages from isolation (Kim & Niederdeppe, 2013; 

Mazza e tal, 2020; Usher, Buhllar &Jackson, 2020).  

As an ordinary individual entrapped under the pandemic’s tyranny from the beginning, I 

have felt the fright of such isolations. Being physically isolated from friends and families 

drastically magnified my anxieties: the worry that my loved ones or myself would fall victim to 

the non-discriminating infection of the virus. Being emotionally isolated from the distractions of 

mundane activities and social connections forced me to retreat into my own thoughts and 

feelings, dampening the spirits or energies that attach meaning to life.  
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Quite ironically, my struggles in isolation were not actually an isolated case of individual 

moaning, but a collective experience shared by many under a pandemic. Psychological studies in 

the past have supported the mental health risks posed by pandemic conditions and quarantine 

measures (Kim & Niederdeppe, 2013; Goodwin et al, 2009). While the COVID-19 pandemic 

persists, experts are also calling attention to elevated risks of lasting mental health issues and 

suicides that result from the states of isolations, which stem from coherent observations from 

major societies hit by the pandemic, including China, Italy, India, and the U.S. (Holmes et al, 

2020; Mazza et al, 2020; Prasad, 2020; Thakur & Jain, 2020).  

At the same time, major pandemics also have a tendency to evoke stigmatization, which 

further divides society and escalates isolation of individuals (Barrett &Brown, 2008; Nachega et 

al, 2012; Budhwani & Sun, 2020). Such a tendency was observed in the 1918 flu pandemic 

(Barrett & Brown, 2008), in the H1N1 Influenza pandemic in 2009, and now it has recurred to 

intensify the damages of COVID-19 (Budwani & Sun, 2020). It is a tendency of human weakness 

and a vile pattern of self-inflicted harm; an abstract plague that poisons the self while hurting the 

other. In Susan Sontag’s Illness as Metaphor, she describes a “romantic idea that the disease 

expresses the character”, which is then extended to “assert that the character causes the disease” 

(1978). What Sontag means by romantic is actually fantasized and tragic: the tragedy of human 

cognitive shortcoming and social normality to stigmatize, blame, and isolate the victims of 

illnesses, in resolution to people’s own fear and anxiety inevitably evoked by illnesses.  

We observe only too commonly the practices of stigmatizing isolation. The most 

symbolically representative case may be seen in the case of AIDS, and the extreme version of 

isolation against LGBTQ+ individuals. With AIDS, illness is forged into a lashing whip for the 

heterosexual-patriarchal normality, to discipline and persecute minority groups of non-

conforming gender and sexual orientations (Treichler, 1999; Hallas, 2003). Such tragedies then 
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become no longer latched only onto the issues of health, disease, or even psychology, but merge 

into a political and cultural narrative that self-destructively promotes isolation.   

The same tragedies of socially instituted isolation by stigmatization have plagued the current 

pandemic. At first, it was directed against the Chinese people, facilitated by the American popular 

media narrative of the “Chinese virus” (Budhwani & Sun, 2020). Then, it spread to all Asian 

immigrants in the west, fused into the unresolved racism and xenophobia that were concealed in 

the shadows before the pandemic (HRW, 2020). And it eventually extended to the generalized 

property of mask-wearing, whereby the action of protecting oneself from the illness is ironically 

equated as a symbol of the illness (Rong, 2020).  

Thus, the pandemic’s invisible plague of isolation is continuously reinforced in its power. I 

produce my project under such conditions, in struggle against such conditions, and aiming to heal 

the wounds caused by such conditions. 
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Chapter 4 

The Healing Power of Art 

Facing the crippling isolations of the pandemic, I place my faith in the healing power of art. 

The notion that art can heal is one of the things that I have picked up in life without a clear idea of 

its sources or reasons. For the purpose of this project, I dived back into literature in the field 

trying to locate its root. Instead of compiling theories or arguments, it appears better to lay out the 

various art projects from which I have drawn inspiration for my carnival.  

I was able to locate an early testimony to the healing power of art in Klaus Boegel’s The 

Carla Performance (Boegel, van Marissing & de Swart, 1991). Boegel’s artwork takes the form 

of a play, which is used to heal the artist’s personal wound over the loss of his wife. Although 

The Carla Performance demonstrates a more individual application of healing, its inferences for 

art’s power, particularly to break through isolation and reconstruct connectivity against 

psychological barriers, are extendable to broader contexts. In a way, the process of mourning 

resembles the isolation experienced in the pandemic. Both are unpredictable tragedies in life; both 

involve an inwardly excruciating solvent of complex negative emotions; and both need to be 

resolved through reflecting on their emotional experiences, heading towards the exact opposite 

direction, towards life and connection with others.  

As The Carla Performance testifies to art’s healing power on the micro-scale, to the artists 

themselves, Kairon Liu’s Interminable Prescriptions for the Plague (2019) reveals such power on 

the macro-scale, to the audience and to all relevant victims of a physically infectious and 

contextually persistent plague. Liu’s project is directed to heal the wounds of isolations I have 

identified with the example of AIDS. Through a collection of installation art of various forms and 

media, his “Interminable Prescriptions” are assigned to address not AIDS as the plague to cure, 

but the associated stigmatizations, repression of loneliness, rage, and frustration plaguing the 
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AIDS patients (Liu, 2019). Art’s healing function is thus symbolic of the process of reflection, 

provocation and reconciliation engaged in Liu’s work. In deep admiration and aspiration to 

imitate, I value the significant message embedded in Interminable Prescriptions, that the healing 

power of art is achieved through the confrontation of the abstract enemy, and the unification of all 

victims to stand empathetically connected, against the plague and its symptoms as the common 

enemy.  

Because of the necessary involvement of unifying attempts against social barriers, healing 

arts almost inevitably require realistic engagement with social, political and cultural issues in life 

and history, even though the intended healing power may function primarily on the psychological 

facet. In this respect I found inspirations in the revived curation project “A Journal of the Plague 

Year: Fear, Ghosts, Rebels. SARS, Leslie and the Hong Kong Story” (Bhargava, 2020). 

Originally launched in 2013, the project was meant to expose and heal the traumas of Hong 

Kong’s past, from the early plagues under British colonization back in 1894, to the SARS 

outbreak of 2003. Such a project is astoundingly ambitious in its scope and range, encompassing 

artistic resolutions to historical plagues, socio-political injustice left as recurring illnesses from 

each plague, and quite importantly, addressing the racist color-metaphor of the “Yellow Peril” 

held against the people of Hong Kong as a social consequence of the plagues (Bhargava, 2020).  

“A Journal of the Plague Year” is revived in 2020 precisely for the purpose of lending 

strengths to combat against the coronavirus pandemic, and from such a curation project as the 

most fitting evidence, I contend that the healing power of art is expressed through their combative 

effects. To heal is to fight, just as medicines fight against illnesses, the immune system works 

against viruses, the healing power of art is testified and realized through the fighting power of art, 

and art’s irresistible tendency to lead the most daring provocations against sensitive and eroding 

damages of plagues which hide out of plain sight.  
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Chapter 5 

Virtual Installation Media: 

To my project, there is another significance with the revival of “A Journal of the Plague 

Year” in 2020, that the project was launched on the virtual media as a Zoom live then a Youtube 

video, precisely due to the same dilemma I face in producing my carnival. Placed within the 

unique production condition of the ongoing pandemic, artistic attempts to heal against isolations 

inevitably face isolation as its barrier to realization, a paradox almost unresolvable through 

traditional media.  

The application of art to record, reflect on and heal the wounds of plagues is not exactly a 

brand new phenomenon. Back in the 19th century, fine arts were visible as medical illustrations to 

diagnose and ponder epidemics like cholera and diphtheria, a collection of which may be 

observed in Richard Barnett’s The Sick Rose (2014).  

Moving forward from historical limitations of fine arts, contemporary installation and new 

media arts have leaped over the boundary of paints, incorporating any and all materials, tangible 

or abstract, to fulfill artistic expressions. Still associating the theme of plagues, destructions and 

resilient recoveries, I drew strong conceptual inspirations from Chim Pom’s Scrap and Build 

Project: Super RAT – Scrap and Build (2017). In such a project, Pom approaches the destructions 

of plagues by immersing the materials of his projects into the actual destructions, and recursively 

reconstructs the project through the processes of “scrap and rebuild” (2017). From his project, I 

see the imaginative challenges to push forward the boundaries of installation art. Yet the extent of 

media expansion and experimentation achieved by Scrap and Rebuild still cannot resolve the 

isolating condition of production under the pandemic.   

Fortunately, installation art carries the irreplaceable properties of inclusivity, 

interconnectivity and infinite boundaries of imaginative innovations. The contemporary 
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installation arts have long transcended the boundary of fine arts in historical pandemics and 

epidemics, and become liberated to liberally explore the liberating function of non-traditional 

media. This is where Animal Crossing, as a virtual medium and the peculiarly debated medium of 

the video game, comes into the picture.  

Animal Crossing offers a curious experience of maximally imitating life in the real world, 

but meanwhile minimizing the dissatisfactions and frustrations of such life. The game is played in 

real time, and contains various realistic activities extended from daily activities, even including 

the processes of working to pay off mortgages. Much of the gameplay is quite laboring, 

especially when a player such as myself wishes to customize their own island in a relatively fast 

pace. Nevertheless, players of Animal Crossing rarely abandon the game because of the excessive 

laboring, but rather grow increasingly attached to it, particularly in the context of the pandemic 

(Khan, 2020). Over a hundred hours into the game, I had wondered why we may prefer laboring 

in Animal Crossing over laboring in reality, and arrived at a meaningful conclusion, that the game 

is preferred over reality because it provides a “buffer” through its friendly anthropomorphic 

animal characters, comic illustration and childish simplification of real problems in life, and a 

supportive, unconditional promotion of social connectedness. All such “buffers” are precisely 

what my carnival means to offer. 

I hope that my use of Animal Crossing as the medium of my project will provide an 

additional testimony to the unique appeals and amplifying effect of virtual new media on the 

healing power of art. It should join into the optimistic position favoring new media art 

developments, against some occasional criticisms in the field that new media like video games 

are under-qualified as art.  

American critic Roger Ebert had once claimed that video games can never be art, or more 

precisely, “no video gamer now living will survive long enough to experience the medium as an 

art form” (Ebert, 2010). His sentiment is shared by the criticism against the Museum of Modern 
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Art (MoMA) in New York’s attempt to launch a video game exhibition alongside great works by 

Picasso and van Gogh (Jones, 2012). From their stance, to suggest video games as a valid 

medium of art, or to simply place video games aside art exhibitions, is an insult to the complexity 

and nature of “real” arts.  

How narrow-minded is such a contention! Video games, like VR simulations, films, 

curatorial videos, or any other new media, are platforms to launch artistic expressions that liberate 

artists from the constraints of the physical, the singular facets of communication in traditional 

media such as painting or music. For most theorists of art that caution to keep close to the 

development of society, the adoption of new media for art is a phenomenon to celebrate and 

explore, not to make hasty judgements against basing on superficial presumptions.  

Through a theory of digital media proposed by Mirca Madianou and Daniel Miller, the 

polymedia available to artists in the contemporary time provide non-preceded opportunities to 

explore social, emotional, moral and interpersonal experiences through innovative forms, in 

depths unattainable via traditional media (2012). Today, choosing the medium becomes part of 

the art project creation, and artists may be fortunate enough to experience the exhilaration of 

locating the perfect medium to articulate their messages, as I did with Animal Crossing.  

One of the key reasons given by Ebert to deny video games as a valid art medium was that 

games can be won, whereas art can only be experienced (2010). The basis of such a presumption 

is an apparent mistake of assuming that video games approach the players with the end over the 

means. In the exact opposite, few medium surpasses video games in the emphasis of means over 

the end, as players extract enjoyment, reflections and emotional messages from the game 

experience, not just the game’s end result of winning or losing. Not all video games are 

competitive. I would gladly tie Roger Ebert to a chair and command him to play a hundred hours 

of Animal Crossing, then question him whichever part of this game is about winning, rather than 

experiencing life in a romanticized virtual world.  
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From a separate angle, the video game as an artistic medium has also been questioned for its 

capacity to facilitate meaningful social exchanges and connections. It is a criticism shared across 

disciplines, falling under a persisting conservatism that the digitalization of life is a process of 

social disconnection and individual isolation for the young generations. In Dmitri Williams’s 

paper, he argues that new media use produces a “cocooning” effect to the users, a blatantly 

satirical metaphor to criticize online game players and other contemporary digital media addicts 

as crippled in forming meaningful face-to-face connections (2006). Yet the falsehood of such a 

notion can be revealed from more updated studies which find video games’ promotional effects to 

emotional connections and formation of social bonds, particularly if these video games are 

designed to carry the artistic functions of transmitting feelings and social representations (Castano 

Diaz & Tungtijitcharoen, 2015).  

When applied to installation arts under the particular context of the pandemic’s physical 

barriers, the video game further prevails over other new media in its suitability as a medium, 

because of its maximization of interactive capacities. If my own project of The COVID Carnival 

is not sufficiently qualified to prove this, I leave the invitations for new media art critics to 

explore a series of artworks launched by global artists on the virtual art community RMB City 

created by Cao Fei (Bittanti, 2015). From examples like this, I stand firmly that virtual new media 

provide non-comparably liberating opportunities to installation arts today, especially for a 

function of social reconnection during the pandemic, and in a post-pandemic world.  
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Chapter 6 

Symbolisms of The COVID Carnival 

In my proposal for The COVID Carnival, I had previsioned that my project would be 

embedded with artists’ good old quirks of provocative symbolism. The utilization of Animal 

Crossing as my medium of choice extends such symbolism to be multi-layered.  

Yet before taking a leap of faith to dive into Animal Crossing as an experimental medium, 

the foremost symbolism lies in the carnival itself, in resonation to Mikhail Bakhtin’s concept of 

the “carnivalesque” (1894). Bakhtin’s dialogism reveals a long tradition of the carnival in western 

literature, with its clowns and fools, celebration of everything clashing and abnormal, joyous 

rituals and ridiculous images (1981). The carnival is the place where people take a brief escape 

from what are considered as appropriate in society, to liberate their bodies and mind, and to 

embrace the spontaneous and instantaneous joy of interactions. To extend the literary 

carnivalesque to my virtual COVID Carnival is the resolution of the pandemic’s problems 

through a western tradition of comedy, which could be linked back to great work like that of 

Shakespeare (Stam, 1989).  

What is fascinating about the construction of The COVID Carnival is that I had applied 

parallelism to the Bakhtinian carnivalesque unintentionally and unconsciously. It was only after 

the formation of the dominant characteristics of my carnival, and upon the recommendation of 

my instructors that I discovered the inherent connections. In my carnival, there are decorated face 

masks as prizes for games, ridiculing transformation of the pandemic’s social and emotional 

trauma, and the juxtaposition of the carnivalistic glamour and the memorial snow carpet, all of 

which are locatable in Bakhtin’s literary carnivalesque.  

I assumed the face masks as rather blatant symbols of the stigmatization and isolations 

instituted under the pandemic, but on a deeper layer they are also the masks of “the fool”, a 
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functional character often designed by the novelists to define a position and engage in discussions 

on the “nonpublic spheres of life” (Bakhtin, 1981, p.161). The intention of my carnival is 

certainly to intrude and expose matters that would be concealed in the nonpublic sphere: personal 

feelings, emotional turbulences, tug of war between the irrational desires of interaction and the 

rational decision of isolation, or that between the rational understandings of the pandemic and the 

irrational impulses of stigmatizations.  

Upon entrance to The COVID Carnival, this nonpublic sphere of pandemic life, taking the 

masks to become the fools that break free also bears further significance in a sacred struggle. 

From Bakhtin’s interpretation, the fool in literature is the allegory of the human image within a 

metamorphosis of god (1981); and through the fool’s presence, the carnivalesque curiously 

achieves an accepted profanation, in which earthly violations against the sacred are celebrated 

instead of condemned (Bakhtin, 1894). Under the pandemic, isolation is the sacred rule, whereas 

the masks are the divine instruments of condemnation. Yet in The COVID Carnival, the mask 

becomes the fool’s prizes of juvenile games like the Ring Toss, and close interactions in violation 

of the social distancing protocols – the sacred isolation that simultaneously protects and 

suppresses our earthly bodies, can be celebrated without moral or physical repercussions.  

Another layer of resonance to the carnivalesque is seen in my installation of the Snow 

Carpet, which memorializes Doctor Li Wenliang for whistleblowing on and dedicating his life to 

the combat against the pandemic. A common feature observed by Bakhtin in western literature 

tradition was the static contrasts between “the gay and brightly lit carnival” and “the gloomy 

catacombs” (1981). In The COVID Carnival, we easily have such contrasts, with the Snow Carpet 

functioning as the catacomb, gloomy and abrupt in a carnival of joy, but necessary there to fulfill 

the carnivalistic image. The carnival is about joys and foolish clowns, but it is also always about 

horror. Joy comes from the contrasts from horror, and the vibrance of life comes from a taste of 

death. In any ordinary carnival, we see this common contrast, from the more extravagant roller-
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coasters to the haunted houses and freakish-looking clowns. This is extended from a comic 

tradition in literature, whereby the fool with its merry costume always awaits death (Bakhtin, 

1981). In my carnival, this “ancient and time-honored complex: death – the fool’s mask (laughter-

wine-the gaiety of the carnival) – the grave (the catacombs)” (Bakhtin, 1981, p.199), has 

miraculously reconstruct without my own knowledge during creation. 

Then there is the inseparable embeddedness of the foreign and the other in the carnivalesque. 

In Robert Stam’s (1989) discussion of Bakhtinian carnivalesque, the cannibalist metaphor is 

invoked to capture the necessary presence of otherness in the western tradition of carnivals. 

Cannibalism serves as an appropriate metaphor for the carnival for its cultural representation as 

“the name of the other” in western tradition (Stam, 1989, p.125). In the revelry of the carnival, 

there is an unneglectable level of primitivism and exoticism in the western eyes, while artistic 

expression in the form of a carnival inevitably “devours” the rational doctrines of restraint (Stam, 

1989). This in turn connects back to the Bakhtinian profanation of the sacred, rendering the 

carnival as the ideal cultural medium both for a psychiatric liberation of the pandemic’s shadows, 

and an incorporation of the eastern temple fair as the “other” solution to a foreign virus.  

I found the guiding example of utilizing Bakhtinian carnivalesque for non-traditional artistic 

expression in Tancons’s performance art, which asserts that “carnival always has an artistic 

aspect but is also always at the same time, potentially, in addition to a performance art form and 

an exhibitionary mode, a ritual of resistance and a festival of otherness” (Milliard et al., 2016, 

p.167). Coinciding with such a conception of the carnival’s artistic function, The COVID 

Carnival embarks on a spirit of resistance against the west-centric viewpoint under the pandemic, 

offering a solution that roots from the “otherness”. The target of resistance is the western 

viewpoint which might easily perceive a carnival and a temple fair as indistinguishable. Such 

confusions are acceptable, because through the cannibalistic mergence of the carnival and the 
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temple fair, the true resistance is directed against the social, political, and psychological divisions, 

the suffocating, isolating conditions instituted under the pandemic. 

In its core, The COVID Carnival is a wonderland, a theme park, an alternative museum of 

the pandemic’s melancholia and everything possible to dissolve and resolve it. Yet at the same 

time, the carnival is also a temple fair, a night market filled with street vendors. It is a cultural 

phenomenon, a virtual reincarnation of the feelings of vitality, ordinariness and connectedness, or 

in the more romantic and also more precise expression used in Chinese, “Yan Huo Qi”, “the fiery 

and smokey scent of earthly life”.  

The Chinese people were the first to endure the isolating, suffocating effects of the 

pandemic, as the initial outbreak took place in Wuhan, amidst the Chinese Lunar New Year. 

Traditionally, the Lunar New Year is to be celebrated with rigorous gathering of families and 

communities, through carnival-like Temple Fairs, a cultural and social phenomenon that best 

reflect the value of connectedness in Chinese society. One of the cultural roots of such a festive 

tradition was to fend off the mythical monster of Nian with the joyous noises of people’s 

gatherings and celebrations. Yet these activities were subdued under the threat of the coronavirus 

outbreak (STCN, 2020). My carnival intends to heal the wounds of the pandemic from the 

beginning, through reconstruction of the Temple Fair in a virtual space. At the same time, it is 

also a night market of street vendors, a resonation of the empowerment of “stall economy” in 

China today, which is China’s resolution in reality to restore economic and social activities, and 

to rejuvenate the warmth of small joys in life (Yuan, 2020).  

Outside of the core contents of my carnival, Animal Crossing as a medium provide three 

additional layers of symbolism. As a video game, Animal Crossing is an exemplification of the 

potential to amplify the healing power of art through innovative media. As a virtual platform of 

community and social interaction, the game is a testimony to the meaningfulness of virtual 

connectivity in the digital time we live in, and the post-pandemic world to come. The game 
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design of Animal Crossing then adds the final layer to its symbolism as a medium, with its 

friendly and adorable characters, and simplified, autocorrected but thorough duplication of reality 

in a virtual simulation. Animal Crossing is a fantasized escape for the modern people, and a 

station of rejuvenation to regain the strengths to struggle against problems in reality. In a 

miraculous way, Animal Crossing as a medium coincides perfectly with the core thesis and 

purpose of my installation project. It is beyond my wildest dreams. 
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Chapter 7  

“The Monster of Nian” 

As I wrap up this written component, like the global struggles against the pandemic, the 

construction of The COVID Carnival on my Animal Crossing island is still ongoing. My ideals 

are too grand and imaginations too ambitious, yet my time is limited and capabilities too 

restrained.  

At the end of the day, I was resorted to concentrate on a screencap-illustrated story called 

“The Monster of Nian” as one of the many objects, narratives and frames that will ultimately 

complete The COVID Carnival. Yet “The Monster of Nian” is not a compromise to reality but a 

gift of circumstantial amazement. The idea came to me as I was struggling to transfer the carnival 

in my mind into Animal Crossing, when I realized how the sceneries constructed on the Animal 

Crossing island deeply are embedded with autobiographical elements, subconsciously projecting 

my mental space and personal journey. The items in Animal Crossing, with their childishly 

nostalgic appearances, also served as personal memorabilia for me. Such expressive significance 

of “The Monster of Nian” can be reflected from the letter from grandpa staged at the end of the 

story, which was lifted verbatim from a text message sent by my grandpa back in February, when 

China applied national lockdowns in the middle of the Lunar New Year.  

Further, as I had to retrace my emotional free-fall in the first half of 2020, I was “forced” to 

relearn and reapproach everything in this world from a child’s point of view. It was from the 

child’s point of view that the protagonist of “The Monster of Nian” Didi was born. It seemed just 

fitting to visualize my experience via a fable filled with metaphors.  

It is rather difficult to clarify the process of creating “The Monster of Nian” step-by-step, as 

the plot of the story and the screencaps illustrations were created simultaneously, intertwined with 

one another. I began with the already constructed scenes in The COVID Carnival to generate 
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particularly striking screencaps, and the rudimental plot of the story manifested as I sorted 

through the screencaps. The development of the plot then compelled me to rearrange certain 

scenes, direct the characters to pose for the story, and revising the plot constantly in the meantime 

according to the achievable screencaps. The completion of the story felt much like the first 

emergence of the idea itself. It was spontaneous, intuitive, and right. It was natural.  

Despite the completion of “The Monster of Nian”, there are still more constructions 

underway to match The COVID Carnival perfectly with the visions I had in mind. But no matter. 

The gap between my imagination and the actual outcomes of my project is the gap between our 

idealized connectivity and the difficult reality of isolation under the pandemic. And I shall work 

till the last minute to close this gap piece by piece.  
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